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Abstract
It is shown that each projective movable continuum X is shape dominated by a regularly movable
continuum of the same dimension. This has two consequences. First, if the dimension of X is 6 k,
k 6= 2, thenX is shape dominated by a continuum inR2k. This answers affirmatively a special case of
a question raised by Borsuk, at least as far back as 1975, in all dimensions except dim= 2. Second,
it implies that such a continuum is pointed movable, again giving an affirmative answer, in a special
case, to the old question in shape theory of whether movable continua are always pointed movable.
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1. Introduction
Completing his book on shape theory [1], K. Borsuk devoted its Chapter XII to a survey
of various results and problems of that time. The tenth paragraph concerns embedding
problems in shape theory. To a space X, he assigns an index e(X) defined as follows:
If FdX <∞ (FdX = fundamental dimension of X), then e(X) is the minimum of
the numbers k such that Rk contains a subset X′ with shX′ > shX; here > denotes
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shape domination. If FdX =∞, then e(X)=∞. In [5] the authors named e(X) Borsuk’s
index.
If in the definition of e(X) one replaces shape domination by shape equivalence, one
gets another index, denoted se(X), and in [5] this was called the shape embedding index.
Let us mention that e(X) and se(X) differ in general (see [10]).
For a (metrizable) compactum X, one may define the fundamental (shape) dimension,
FdX, as
FdX =min{dimY | shX = shY }.
We require, of course, that all Y above are also metrizable compacta. The theory of
fundamental dimension [13] says that this minimum is always attained, i.e., if FdX = k,
then there exists Y such that shX = shY and dimY = k. Since every k-dimensional
compactum can be embedded into R2k+1, the following is certainly true,
e(X)6 se(X)6 2 FdX+ 16 2 dimX+ 1.
There are examples [2,7] of continua for which e(X)= se(X)= 2 dimX+ 1. These are
continua which are not movable; they were found after Borsuk formulated the following
problem.
Problem 1.1 [1, Problem 10.7, p. 354]. Is it true that for every k-dimensional movable
continuumX the number e(X)6 2k?
Borsuk also has pointed out that the answer is affirmative for 1-dimensional movable
continua (or for movable continua with Fd = 1). We shall show that the answer
is affirmative for all movable continua in a certain class called “projective” (see
Definition 2.2) except perhaps those of dimension 2.
After Borsuk introduced the concept of movability, several other types of movability
were put into play: pointed movability, n-movability, regular movability, strong movability,
uniform movability, etc. By forgetting the base point, pointed movability becomes
movability. The question of the opposite implication for continua was raised immediately.
It may be found in [12, p. 460] as Problem 2.1 (J. Krasinkiewicz and D.R. McMillan): Is
a movable continuum pointed movable? (This problem is numbered 721 on the Problem
Chart of the journal Topology and Its Applications.) We shall prove that projective movable
continua are indeed pointed movable.
We are concerned with the relationship between movability and pointed movability for
continua and need regular movability as a kind of tool. Since the notions of movability and
pointed movability are well known, we omit definitions and refer to [11,1]. Contrary to this,
regular movability is not widely used, so we quote its definition. (We shall use the inverse
system approach to shape theory [11].) A compactum X is said to be regularly movable
provided there exists an inverse ANR-sequenceX = (Pn,pnn+1) such that X = limX and
each bonding map pnn+1 :Pn+1→ Pn is a homotopy domination. As has been noted in [4],
every regularly movable continuum is pointed movable and the converse does not hold.
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Moreover, pointed movability is a hereditary pointed shape property, i.e., it is preserved by
a pointed shape domination.
Regular movability characterizes those compact FANRs which have finite shape, i.e.,
the shape of a finite polyhedron. One way of the last statement is obvious while the other is
proved in [4]. But let us point out that there are regularly movable continua which are
not FANRs, e.g., the Hawaiian earring [11]. In fact there are many regularly movable
compacta; this easily can be seen from [8] where it is shown that each movable compactum
is shape dominated by a regularly movable one of the same Fd, and regular movability is
not preserved by shape domination.
Concerning the shape embedding index of regularly movable continua, we can state the
following:
Proposition 1.2. If X is a regularly movable continuum of finite shape dimension, FdX 6=
2, then se(X)6 2 FdX 6 2 dimX.
Proof. The case FdX = 1 is proved in [14]. If FdX > 3, then it follows from Corollary 3
of [6], since X is pointed movable, and consequently pointed 1-movable. 2
Let us note that the connectivity of X in Proposition 1.2 cannot be omitted. In [3] it is
shown that the product C ×Pn of the Cantor set C and the projective space Pn (C × Pn)
is a regularly movable compactum as the product of regularly movable compacta) has the
shape embedding index se(C × Pn)= 2n+ 1 when n= 2k and k > 2.
In this paper metrizable continua will always be represented as inverse limits of inverse
sequences of compact connected polyhedra. Map will mean continuous function. Here are
our main results.
Theorem 1.3. Every projective movable metrizable continuum is pointed movable.
Theorem 1.4. If X = limX (X as in Definition 2.2 below) is a projective movable
continuum of finite dimension dimX 6= 2 and dimPn 6 dimX for all n ∈ N, then e(X)6
2 dimX.
Both of these follow from the preceding discussion and the next statement.
Theorem 1.5. If X = limX (X as in Definition 2.2 below) is a projective movable
continuum, then X is pointed shape dominated by a regularly movable continuum Y .
Furthermore, if dimX <∞ and dimPn 6 dimX for all n ∈ N, then we may choose Y
so that dimY = dimX.
In the next section, we shall provide a definition of the term “projective” and then a proof
of this theorem. We mention that Theorem 1.5 was proved for the category of arbitrary
movable compacta in [8].
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2. Proof of theorem
We shall need some terminology and preliminary results before going into our proof.
Definition 2.1. An inverse sequence X = (Pn,pnn+1) of compact, connected polyhedra
Pn is said to be in pointed movable form if for each n > 1, there are maps rnn+1 :Pn→
Pn+1, base points xn ∈ Pn, and homotopiesHn :Pn× I→ Pn−1, n> 2, such that,
(i) rnn+1(xn)= xn+1,
(ii) pnn+1(xn+1)= xn, and
(iii) Hn0 = pn−1n+1 ◦ rnn+1, Hn1 = pn−1n when n> 2.
In this situation, for n> 2, we shall let ωn−1 : I→ Pn−1 designate the loop at xn−1 given
by ωn−1(t) = Hnt (xn). If it is true that for each n > 2, there exists a loop βn based at
xn ∈ Pn such that pn−1n ◦ βn = ωn−1, then we shall say that the sequence is projective.
Definition 2.2. A compactum X is said to be projective movable if there exists an inverse
sequence X = (Pn,pnn+1) which is in pointed movable form, is projective, and such that
X= limX.
Lemma 2.3. Let X = (Pn,pnn+1) be an inverse sequence which is in pointed movable
form, which is projective, and such that for each n ∈ N, dimPn > 1. Then there exists
an inverse sequence Q = (Qn,qnn+1) of compact connected polyhedra with dimQn =
max{dimP1, . . . ,dimPn} for each n, such that Y = limQ is regularly movable, and so
that Y pointed shape dominates X = limX.
Proof. We assume the notation as in Definition 2.1. Denote
rnm = rm−1m ◦ · · · ◦ rnn+1 :Pn→ Pm if n <m
and
rnn = idPn .
Let us form the “segment” union Q2 = P1 ∪I P2 in the following way. For (P1, x1),
(P2, x2) and the segment I = [0,1] we define
Q2 = P1 ∪I P2 = P1 tP2 t I/{x1 ∼ 0 and x2 ∼ 1},
where t denotes the disjoint union. In other words, we connect the points x1 ∈ P1 and
x2 ∈ P2 by the segment I in such a way that x1 is identified with 0 ∈ I and x2 with 1 ∈ I .
This way Q2 is a compact connected polyhedron and dimQ2 = max{dimP1,dimP2}.
Taking Q1 = P1 we proceed with this construction inductively, that is, Qn+1 is the
“segment” union of Qn and Pn+1 identifying 0 ∈ I with xn ∈ Pn ⊂Qn and 1 ∈ I with
xn+1 ∈ Pn+1. To make distinctions between different segments of Qn we denote
Qn = P1 ∪I1 P2 ∪I2 · · · ∪In−1 Pn.
Here we mean that Ii is the segment that connects xi ∈ Pi and xi+1 ∈ Pi+1.
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Define qnn+1 :Qn+1→Qn in terms of its restrictions as
qnn+1|Pi =
{
idPi for i 6 n,




idIi for i < n,
βn(1− t) for i = n.
Obviously Q= (Qn,qnn+1) is an inverse sequence of compact connected polyhedra and
one sees that dimQn = max{dimP1, . . . ,dimPn} for all n. Let Y = limQ. Since each
qnn+1 is a homotopy domination, Y is a regularly movable continuum.
The inclusions jn : (Pn, xn)→ (Qn,xn) induce an embedding j : (X,x)→ (Y, y) such
that y = j (x) and qn(y) = xn ∈ Pn ⊂Qn, where qn :Y →Qn designates the coordinate
projection. So (jn) represents a pointed shape morphism j : (X,x)→ (Y, y). We wish to
show that j admits a pointed shape left inverse d : (Y, y)→ (X,x). The morphism d is
induced by a sequence of pointed maps dn : (Qn+1, xn+1)→ (Pn, xn) defined in terms of
restriction on summands of Qn+1 in the following way:
dn|Pi = pnn+1 ◦ ri n+1, 16 i 6 n+ 1
and
dn|Ii = xn(const), 16 i 6 n.
Since the restrictions agree on common parts, they define dn :Qn+1→ Pn. To see that
the sequence (dn) determines a pointed shape morphism, it suffices to show that the relation
pn−1n ◦ dn ' dn−1 ◦ qnn+1 rel{xn+1}
holds for n > 2. We shall obtain such a homotopy G :Qn+1 × I → Pn−1 in a piecewise
manner.
Note that
pn−1n ◦ dn|Pi = pn−1npnn+1 ◦ ri n+1 = pn−1n+1 ◦ rnn+1 ◦ ri n;
whereas,
dn−1 ◦ qnn+1|Pi = dn−1|Pi = pn−1n ◦ ri n.
Hence G|Pi × I can be defined as
G|Pi × I =Hn ◦ (ri n × id), if i 6 n.
The homotopyG|Ii × I shall be defined as
G|Ii × I =Hn
(
ri n(xi), t
)=Hn(xn, t)= ωn−1(t), if i < n.
Since the restrictions agree on overlaps, we see that we have obtained G|Qn × I . It is left
to find G|In × I and G|Pn+1 × I .
On Pn+1 we have that:
pn−1n ◦ dn|Pn+1 = pn−1n ◦pnn+1 ◦ idPn+1 = pn−1n+1,
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and
dn−1 ◦ qnn+1|Pn+1 = pn−1n ◦ idPn ◦pnn+1.
So we put
G(x, t)= (pn−1n+1(x), t), x ∈ Pn+1, t ∈ I.
With regard to In:
pn−1n ◦ dn|In = xn−1(const),
and
dn−1 ◦ qnn+1|In = pn−1n ◦ βn.
Define G|In× I as,
G(s, t)=
{
pn−1nβn(t − s) if t > s
pn−1n(xn)= xn−1 if t 6 s
}
, s ∈ In, t ∈ I.
One sees that G keeps xn+1 fixed while xn describes the loop ωn−1 as is needed to match
with the preceding definition.
This completes our proof. 2
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Simply apply Definition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. 2
Let us complete our work with the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. For every movable continuumX and x ∈X, there exists an inverse sequence
X = (Pn,pnn+1) which is in pointed movable form and such that X = limX; moreover,
we may assume that pn(x)= xn (pn designates coordinate projection of X into Pn) and
that dimPn 6 dimX for all n.
Proof. One may assume without loss of generality that dimX > 1. Choose an inverse
sequenceX= (Pn,pnn+1) of connected compact polyhedra such that dimPn 6 dimX for
each n, and so that X = limX. By the movability of X we may also assume (by taking
a subsequence if necessary [11]) that (iii) is true. Write xn = pn(x); in this way, (ii) is
established.
It is possible, however, that rnn+1(xn) ∈ Pn+1 may in general differ from xn+1. Since
Pn+1 is a connected polyhedron, we can connect xn+1 and rnn+1(xn) by a path and apply
the homotopy extension theorem which then gives a map from Pn to Pn+1 homotopic to
rnn+1 sending xn to xn+1. Therefore we may as well assume that the maps rnn+1 with
which we started have the property (i). 2
We do not know, of course, whether it is possible to construct the inverse sequence in
this lemma also to be projective.
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